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Florida Jets Is Happening Soon
Florida Jets 2016 takes off on March 7th through the 12th at the Lakeland Airport’s Paradise
Field in Florida. Over 175 pilots, and 250+ R/C Aircraft are expected to be there.
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“This year there is a twist, we are adding a new event within the weeklong event called RED
Which Type of Super Glue Should I
FLAG”, said event promoter Frank Tiano. “For the first time ever, anywhere, there will be an all Choose?
jet aerobatic competition held over the first three days. This is expected to be something that
is very interesting to participate in, and extremely fun for spectators to watch. There will be
Links
precision aerobatics competition, freestyle aerobatics competition and never before seen –
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team or formation flying. That means two aircraft in the sky at one time flying a carefully
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choreographed routine. Not quite the Thunderbirds, but it should be very interesting, and a
great for the spectators”, said Tiano.
The remainder of the week will feature anytime flying and everyone can get up close and
personal with pilots and crew for pictures and interviews.

Got Loose Screws? Here’s What
You Should Do
Got loose screws? Check out this video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GJD-KdhUHwM
Jacy is using our Blue Removable Thread Locker product to hold the screw tightly in place on
his chair. It is a quick and easy fix to an annoying problem. Plus the screw can still be easily
removed with normal hand tools!

Right On Cue
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If you tried to rack up all of Super Glue’s abundant amount of uses, you’d discover that,
interestingly enough, the game of pool makes the list. Chocked full of skill, finesse, and
strategy, pool is played, professionally and recreationally, by many people. Those who do play
on a regular basis are no strangers to the issue of worn leather pool cue tips and their need
for replacement. For a money-saving, D.I.Y trick, ZAP-A-GAP CA+ adhesive from Super Glue,
can be used to effectively secure a new tip to the stick. That being said, let’s take a cue from
the glue and dive into the step-by-step details of how this repair can be done.[Read The Full
Article Here]

Squeeze, drop, push or brush?:
Which Type of Super Glue Should I
Choose?

Every day that passes, things break, items require fixing, and projects get put together.
Everyday, adhesives are used to repair, rescue, and work their strong-bonding magic. Due to
the fact that not every break or sticky situation is created equal, the large assortment of Super
Glue products makes it, perhaps, easier than ever before to tailor-fit an adhesive type product
to a specific use or application.

Options like these are pretty awesome, but occasionally with so many choices, comes a
possible element of confusion. And oftentimes, this is no exception when dealing with the
question: Which type of glue applicator should I choose? Should I pick the brush or the
squeeze tube? Does it matter? [Read The Full Article Here]
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